Bloomberg

Electricity and Natural Gas

Press Enter after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

News

ETOP Find top energy news
TNI Perform an advanced news search
ENRG Search energy news by subject
NI View natural gas market headlines
GASMARKET View electricity markets headlines
NI PWRMARKET Monitor electric utility outages

Statistics: Economic and Energy

OPEC Access a menu of OPEC coverage
WEAD Access global weather data
ENST Search international energy statistics
DOE Access a menu of US DOE statistics monitors
STAT Display global economic, financial, energy and commodities data
CFTC Display Commitment of Traders Reports

Electricity Markets

VOLT Access a menu of electricity markets functions
ELWP Monitor US wholesale spot electricity prices
ELFW Access a US forward electricity pricing menu
COAL Evaluate global coal pricing
SPRK Access a menu of spark spread functions
ELEU Display UK electricity spot prices
ELGE Display German power prices
ELTM View French, Belgian and Dutch Dutch

Futures Market

CTM Display futures contracts by category
CEM Access a global contract exchanges menu
EFNS Display energy futures contracts and spreads

Pricing and Research

NRGB Access a menu of energy broker pricing pages
NRGE Access a menu of electricity exchanges

Customizable Monitors

BLP Start Bloomberg Launchpad

Excel® Spreadsheets

BBXL Bloomberg calculations in Excel
XSEA View an energy futures seasonality spreadsheet

Natural Gas Markets

NATG Access a menu of natural gas functions
EGAS Monitor European natural gas prices
UGAS Display UK natural gas prices
NGHB Monitor U.S. natural gas trade hub spot prices
NRGS Calculate strip prices
SWPG Display daily natural gas basis-swap prices

Energy Analysis

CCRV Analyze futures and OTC forward curves
ESSC Calculate carbon-adjusted EU spark spreads
SPSC Customize a matrix of US spark spreads
NSRC Run a custom energy asset search
*GP Graph historical closing prices for a security
*GPO Graph historical prices and moving averages
*G Access multiple security relative charts
COSY View a menu of commodities studies

Energy Company Analysis

*NRGA Display energy assets by company
*RV Perform customized peer group analysis
CH7 Access oil/gas company operating data

Spreads and Arbitrage

DIFF View a menu of calculated oil and gas differentials tables
CIX Create/graph custom index expressions
HS Graph historical price spread and ratio